(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), but also in response to changes of gauge,°= xO + log p(x) (1.2) and to changes of spin-frame, (PA = The components of still other objects, the spinors, remain partially indeterminate after coordinates and gauge are fixed and become completely determinate only when the spin-frame is specified. There are several ways of embodying this invariant theory in a formal calculus. The one which is here employed has its antecedents chiefly in the work of Weyl,' van der Waerden,2 Fock3 and Schouten.4 It differs from the calculus arrived at by Schouten chiefly in the treatment of gauge invariance, Schouten having preferred (in collaboration with van Dantzig") to rewrite the projective relativity in a formalism obtainable from the original one by a sort of coordinate transformation, whereas I think the original form fits in better with the classical notations of relativity theory. The treatment of the generalized Dirac equations from our point of view will be parallel in a general way to that outlined by Schroedinger6 on physi, cal and formal grounds, but will meet a number of questions more explicitly.
The extension to general relativity of the Dirac equations for the electron makes use of geometrical or physical objects with components which transform not only in response to changes of coordinates, x xV(x) (1.1) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), but also in response to changes of gauge,°= xO + log p(x) (1. 2) and to changes of spin-frame, (PA = tA SB (1. 3) (A,B = 1, 2, 3, 4). The components of certain geometrical objects, such as ordinary tensors, are completely determined when the coordinate system is fixed. Those of certain other objects) such as the electromagnetic potential or other projective tensors, have a degree of indetermination after the coordinates are fixed and become definite only when the gauge is fixed. The components of still other objects, the spinors, remain partially indeterminate after coordinates and gauge are fixed and become completely determinate only when the spin-frame is specified. There are several ways of embodying this invariant theory in a formal calculus. The one which is here employed has its antecedents chiefly in the work of Weyl,' van der Waerden,2 Fock3 and Schouten.4 It differs from the calculus arrived at by Schouten chiefly in the treatment of gauge invariance, Schouten having preferred (in collaboration with van Dantzig") to rewrite the projective relativity in a formalism obtainable from the original one by a sort of coordinate transformation, whereas I think the original form fits in better with the classical notations of relativity theory. The treatment of the generalized Dirac equations from our point of view will be parallel in a general way to that outlined by Schroedinger6 on physi, cal and formal grounds, but will meet a number of questions more explicitly.
The theory of spinors is more general than the projective relativity and is reduced to the latter by the specification of certain fundamental spinors. These spinors have been recognized by several students7 of the subject but their r6le has probably not been fully understood since it has quite recently been thought necessary to give special proofs of invariance. One of the fundamental spinors is the instrument in a scheme of raising and lowering indices,8 another one is the instrument for changing to and from dotted indices and a third serves to change projective tensor indices into pairs of spin indices.
Each step in the following discussion is determined by geometrical considerations,9 but I have thought it desirable here to concentrate attention on the formal side and the paper may be read as a purely formal development of equations with a physical application in view.
2. The variables xl, ..., x4 are real and are the coordinates of spacetime. The four arbitrary functions which define a transformation of coordinates (1.1) are real. So are the gauge variable and the one arbitrary function which enters in a gauge transformation. The sixteen arbitrary functions tA which enter in a spin-transformation (1.3) are complex functions of xl, x2, x3, x4 subject only to the condition that the determinant,
The components of spinors are in general complex numbers.
The gauge transformations are completely independent of the co6rdi-nate transformations, and the spin transformations are completely independent of both coordinate and gauge transformations.
As an example of a spinor we may consider one which has four components of the form = eNxO fA ( It is well to remember that 4AA'P = -A'P In order to be unambiguous in the process of raising and lowering indices it is necessary to keep track of the order of the indices both above and below. This may be done, following Schouten, by the use of dots to fill the places from which indices have been raised or lowered. But we shall'be able to get along for the present with the 'special convention that when the order of an upper and lower index is not otherwise indicated the upper index comes first.
The conventions'for the raising and lowering of-'indices'by means of the ,y spinors are in agreement with the one given for pairs of alternating indices in §3 above in Under this form of the transformation the quadric (7.2) which is the image of (3.3) becomes
9) The null systems XAB which are commutative with y/a i.e., satisfy (6. which is another form of (10.1). They are said to be involutoric. They could also be called orthogonal because they are conjugate with respect to the quadric (3.3). When XAB is general XB and -XB represent the collineation which is the product in either order of XAB and YA B. This collineation is of period two because of (6.6). It leaves iLvariant the lines of the linear congruence common to the linear complexes TAB and XAB and therefore leaves the two directrices 11, 12 of this congruence pointwise invariant. The collineation is thus a line reflection; i.e., it transforms each point ; of P3 into the point i,t such that the line 4C meets 11 and 12 in points which are separated harmonically by #, and st'.
12 At the present stage we make no assumption as to the index of the projective tensor -ya. 
